
VISIT WWW.LWC-DRINKS.CO.UK

ONLINE

DID YOU KNOW: Ordering online gives you access to our full
range of brochure promotions, plus additional online exclusive deals.

£14.99
PER BOTTLE

INCLUDING NEW: HEMP RUM

NEW FEATURE:
DELIVERY CALENDAR
The new intelligent delivery calendar displays your 
unique delivery schedule, helping to keep your
deliveries on track:
 
GREEN DAYS ARE IN SCHEDULE. CHOOSE 
GREEN DAYS FOR GUARANTEED DELIVERY 
CONFIRMATION.
 
OTHER DAYS ARE OUTSIDE OF YOUR USUAL 
SCHEDULE. YOU CAN STILL REQUEST DELIVERY
ON THESE DAYS, BUT EACH DELIVERY REQUEST
MUST BE CHECKED BY YOUR DEPOT TEAM.

CHECK OUT OUR RECENT BLOG POSTS...

DRINK TRENDS TRACKER:
THE HEMP REVOLUTION

WHAT STYLE OF BEER IS
RIGHT FOR YOUR VENUE?

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN STANDARD, PREMIUM

AND SUPER PREMIUM SPIRITS

Available while stocks last. All bottles: 70cl

August & September Offers

£6.90 PER 
75CL BOTTLE

£52.56 PER 
(24)200ML 

CASE 

NEW
LINE

FIND OUT 
MORE

ABOUT THIS 
NEW WINE

INSIDE 
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ADNAMS GHOST SHIP £73.00 4.5%
This Pale Ale has a good assertive pithy bitterness and 
a malty backbone. It is brewed with a selection of malts 
– Pale Ale, Rye and Cara – we use Citra, and a blend 
of other American hop varieties to create some great 
citrus flavours.

SOUTHWOLD

ADNAMS LIGHTHOUSE £57.00 3.4%
Adnams Lighthouse is developed from our Champion 
Pale Ale, a beer that won many awards from 1922 to 
1980. With an ABV of 3.4%, this classic amber beer 
delivers a crisp, refreshing taste.

SOUTHWOLD

ARUNDEL BREWERY SUSSEX GOLD 
£84.82 4.2%
Unfined, naturally hazy, and suitable for vegans.

ARUNDEL WEST SUSSEX

BATH ALES GEM £82.00 4.1%
We wanted to make an ale that feels as familiar as 
walking into your favourite country pub. So we used 
traditional British malts and balanced the soft fruits and 
bittersweet caramel with a soft, smooth bitterness.

BATH

BEDLAM BREWERY BENCHMARK 
£76.99 4.0%
An amber coloured ale brewed in a “Best” tradition, 
using British hops, malts and yeast with a refreshing 
bitterness and sweet, fruity notes. A rich character with 
a hint of chocolate and malted flavours.

PLUMPTON, EAST SUSSEX

BEDLAM BREWERY AMAGANSETT 
£84.00 5.0%
Brewed with classic aromatic hops, Citra, Mosaic and 
Amarillo, this is a quintessential American Pale Ale, rich 
with the bouquet of citrus, melon, apricot and peach.

PLUMPTON, EAST SUSSEX

BEDLAM BREWERY PHOENIX
£79.99 3.9%
An Extra Pale American Ale brewed with some of the 
boldest US Hops: Citra, Amarillo and Cascade. Top 
fermenting yeast used in many of the iconic American 
craft beers is imported and pitched to give its
characteristic dry, soft, smooth and clean finish.
PLUMPTON, EAST SUSSEX

BEDLAM BREWERY GOLDEN ALE 
£76.99 4.2%
This invigorating brew uses American Summit and 
Cluster hops to give a bold, refreshing flavour and 
aroma. Add to that roasted barley to create a natural, 
rich, golden colour.

PLUMPTON, EAST SUSSEX

DARK STAR HOPHEAD £79.00 3.8%
An extremely clean-drinking pale golden ale with a 
strong floral aroma and elderflower notes from the 
Cascade hops. This beer is full-bodied and full-flavoured 
yet gentle enough to make it a favourite session beer.

WEST SUSSEX

FULLERS LONDON PRIDE £95.00 4.1%
A smooth and complex beer which has a distinctive 
malty base, complemented by a rich balance of hops.

LONDON

GUN BREWERY SCARAMANGA 
£74.95 3.9%
Refreshing extra pale session ale, using Sussex extra 
pale malts and zesty floral hops. Unfined, suitable  
for vegans and gluten free.

HEATHFIELD, EAST SUSSEX

HOGS BACK TEA £79.99 4.2%
A top-selling, award-winning best bitter. A deep golden 
colour, TEA is refreshing, hoppy and well balanced.

TONGHAM, SURREY

BRAINS SA £77.00 4.0%
The renowned ‘special ale’ is copper coloured with
a full premium quality flavour. A nutty richness derived 
from a blend of fine pale and crystal malts is balanced 
with a satisfying dryness from the unique use of three 
hops; Challenger, Goldings and Fuggles.

CARDIFF, SOUTH WALES

ADNAMS MOSAIC £75.00 4.1%
With big fruity flavours and a Mosaic of aromas, it’s a
fruity “One-hop-wonder”. This single hop beer is made 
with Mosaic hops at each of the four stages of the brew
process. This imparts bold hop characteristics, including 
peach, mango, lemon and pine flavours.

SOUTHWOLD

ADNAMS BROADSIDE £85.00 6.3%
Rich fruitcake aromas, almonds, zest and conserved 
fruit with balanced malt and hop flavours. Easy-drinking  
pint, rich in flavour.

SOUTHWOLD

CHARLES WELLS BOMBARDIER 
£88.00 4.1%
Copper beer with a rich aroma of peppery hops and 
raisins, and a palate with more dark fruit, juicy malt and 
tangy hops.

BEDFORD

COURAGE DIRECTORS £94.00 4.8%
Originally, only brewed for the directors of Courage! 
Pale brown with a deep, rich taste. 

BEDFORD

DARK STAR PARTRIDGE BEST
£79.00 4.0%
A Best Bitter brewed in a traditional Sussex style using 
Concerto, Crystal and Chocolate malts with East Kent 
Goldings hops. Typical of Dark Star ales, it relies on the 
heavy-handed addition of aromatic hops late in the boil.

WEST SUSSEX

DARK STAR AMERICAN PALE ALE 
£87.00 4.7%
Specially imported from the USA, along with Cascade, 
Centennial and Chinook hops. A perfect light colour
and dryness to complement the crisp taste.

WEST SUSSEX

EXMOOR ALES SILVER STALLION
4.3% £78.00
A complex mix of four hops - plus a pinch of chocolate 
malt joining pale malt in the mash, produced a robustly 
flavoured beer with a fresh and fruity nose (hints of 
blackcurrant), plus biscuity maltiness in the background.

SOMERSET

EXMOOR ALES FOX £76.00 4.2%
Four malts are mixed in the mash tun and deliver a 
graceful and sleek malty mouthfeel. Hops are Goldings, 
producing a burst of delicate citrus and slight spice on 
the mid-palate, and Progress, which soothes the finish 
with a soft bitterness.

SOMERSET

EXMOOR ALES ALE £71.00 3.8%
This light chestnut-brown session beer has a fresh, 
grainy, biscuity nose with a hint of fresh citrus fruit in 
the background. This is thanks to the use of intricate 
hop grist of Goldings, Challenger, Brewers Gold and 
Styrian Goldings.

SOMERSET

EXMOOR ALES GOLD £82.00 4.5%
Designed as a single-malt beer, this was a stunning 
counter balance to the traditional view of beer - which 
it had to be as brown as an old sideboard or as coal 
black as Irish Dry Stout.

SOMERSET

BRAINS BITTER £75.00 3.7%
Bitter has been around since we first began brewing
in 1882. Made with Goldings and Fuggles hops from
the Welsh Marches Bitter, is rich, amber coloured
and refreshing.

CORNWALL, WADEBRIDGE

GUN BREWERY BABYLON PALE ALE 
£80.99 4.6% GLUTEN FREE & VEGAN
A classic American Pale Ale brewed using a combination 
of very pale malts and American hops. Vibrant, refreshing 
and zesty on the nose, with citrus notes and a dry finish
on the palate. Naturally hazy, and suitable for vegans.

HEATHFIELD, EAST SUSSEX

BRAINS REV JAMES £79.00 4.5%
The Rev. James Original is rich and well-balanced with
a mellow malty flavour that unexpectedly gives way
to a clean, refreshing finish.

CARDIFF, SOUTH WALES

BRAINS REV JAMES GOLD £78.00 4.1%
The Rev. James Gold was added to the range in 2015 
and brewed in the same style as its original counterpart.
It is a crisp, sweet golden ale with fresh fruit flavours 
that are balanced by an intriguing depth and light
malty aroma.

CARDIFF, SOUTH WALES

BATH ALES FOREST HARE
£78.00 3.9% SEPTEMBER ONLY
Crisp and dry with heavy hints of autumnal fruits, 
blackberries and blackcurrants. Forest Hare has a robust
heady aroma and at only 3.9% ABV packs a full flavour.

BATH

BATH ALES SUMMER HARE
£78.00 3.9% AUGUST ONLY
Summer’s Hare is fruity with biscuit overtones that 
are complemented by a contrasting bitter finish. It is 
a superb and well-respected beer to enjoy during the 
summer months.

BATH

ARUNDEL BREWERY SUSSEX IPA 
£87.00 4.5%
A traditional English pale ale with complex roasted malt
flavours, leading to a fruity, hoppy bitter/sweet finish.

ARUNDEL WEST SUSSEX
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ALL PRODUCTS LISTED 
ARE 9 GAL CASKS

Some Non-Permanent cask may have a 3-5 day lead 
time, please check when ordering, this is to ensure 

we deliver the freshest cask possible

LONG MAN NELSON SAUVIN £89.50 
3.8% AUGUST ONLY
Simple malt bill to allow the fabulous New Zealand hop, 
Nelson Sauvin, to shine through. Expect strong aromas 
and flavours of fresh grapefruit and gooseberry.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX

LONG MAN BREWERY OLD MAN 
£81.00 4.3%
This original dark beer has soft malt notes of coffee and 
chocolate that combine with a pleasant light hoppiness 
to create a rich, full tasting Old Ale of times gone by.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX

RINGWOOD 49ER £89.99 4.9%
Rounded malt in the mouth with strong hop balance 
and deep bittersweet finish. Golden, full-bodied,
malted beer.

HAMPSHIRE

SKINNERS BREWERY CORNISH 
KNOCKER £88.00 4.5%
The taste of the delicate floral hops trails citrus with
a slight pine bitterness and leaves you with a mild 
biscuit taste (posh ones, not your average digestive). 
A perfect pairing for shellfish, Thai dishes or a double 
cheeseburger with fries.

CORNWALL, TRURO

ST AUSTELL BREWERY
CORNISH BEST £70.65 3.5%
Easy-drinking session ale with a touch of bitterness, 
complemented by a smooth, malty finish. 

CORNWALL, ST AUSTELL

SHARPS BREWERY DOOM BAR
£88.00 4%
Perfectly balanced with a complex blend of succulent 
dried fruit, lightly roasted malty notes and a subtle 
bitterness.

CORNWALL, WADEBRIDGE

SHARPS BREWERY SEA FURY
£96.00 5.0%
Substance and depth of flavour without compromising 
balance and drinkability. An aroma of inviting roasted 
and dark berry notes gives way to sumptuous, fruity, 
malty flavour and a moreish hop finish.

CORNWALL, WADEBRIDGE

SKINNERS BREWERY BETTY STOGS 
£84.25 4%
Copper-coloured, with a light malty  aroma, a floral, 
even cedar taste, and a sharp tang of bitter grapefruit, 
this is an ale that has the strength of  character to take 
on tasty dishes like stews, hard cheeses and meat-
packed pasties.
CORNWALL, TRURO

SKINNERS BREWERY SENNEN
£83.00 3.8%
Refreshing lemon, pineapple notes and a light 3.8% ABV. 
The beer uses a range of hops from around the world, 
including a New Zealand variety, beautifully balanced with
pale Cornish malt. Dry Hopped with Chinook hop pellets
in fermenter for added hoppy bite and floral aroma.

CORNWALL, TRURO

TIMOTHY TAYLOR BREWERY
BOLTMAKER £90.65 4.0%
A well-balanced, genuine Yorkshire Bitter, with a full 
measure of maltiness and hoppy aroma – Boltmaker
is first choice for the discerning drinker – on both 
sides of the Pennines.

WEST YORKSHIRE

ST AUSTELL BREWERY
TRELAWNY £79.99 3.8%
The unique and harmonious blend of English and South 
Australian hops gives Trelawny a distinctive character 
of the old and new world. A full-bodied, delicate apricot 
aroma is followed by peach and toffee on the palate.

CORNWALL, ST AUSTELL

ST AUSTELL BREWERY
PROPER JOB £89.00 4.5%
This powerfully authentic IPA is brewed with a blend of
imported American hops. It is a real treat with a growing
reputation and is loved by beer enthusiasts far and wide.
Perhaps the forerunner of all modern IPAs in the UK!

CORNWALL, ST AUSTELL

WADWORTH IPA £71.00 3.6%
We consider our IPA to be one of the best; with an 
ABV of 3.6% it’s a light bronze ale with delicate malt 
aromas. It is an easy drinking session ale with cereal 
notes and a lingering finish; just perfect. 

WILTSHIRE

WADWORTH BOWLED OVER
£82.00 4.5% AUGUST ONLY
This pale golden ale has a punchy aroma of cut
citrus peel and zingy floral bitterness, leading
to a clean finishing mouthfeel.

WILTSHIRE

WADWORTH RISING SCRUM £77.00 
3.9% SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER ONLY
Our new, deep golden ale is highly drinkable with
a refreshing bitterness drawn from a specially
sourced hop of Japanese origin, Sorachi Ace.

WILTSHIRE

YOUNGS BITTER £74.60 3.7%
An easy to drink, refreshing cask ale with a fresh, fruity 
aroma that leaves a long, satisfying bitter finish. It is 
traditionally brewed to deliver a clean taste and is light 
and dry in flavour with a subtle taste of hops.

BEDFORD

YOUNGS SPECIAL £87.00 4.5%
Amber in colour, Young’s Special has a fruity, slightly 
estery nose with a good hop aroma and full round 
flavour, a fine balance between malt and hops.

BEDFORD

WYCHWOOD HOBGOBLIN
FAST CASK £93.00 4.5%
The ruby red coloured Hobgoblin is full-bodied and 
has a delicious chocolate toffee malt flavour balanced 
with a rounded moderate bitterness and an overall 
fruity character.

OXFORDSHIRE

TIMOTHY TAYLOR LANDLORD
£99.95 4.3%
A strong classic ale with a golden amber colour. It has
a scent of caramel, light fruits and roasted malt hints.

WEST YORKSHIRE

TIMOTHY TAYLOR HOPICAL STORM
£93.00 4.0%
Hopical Storm is a 4% ABV modern style dry-hopped 
Pale Ale using hops grown entirely in the UK. Citrusy 
and sessionable, it has a pleasant fruity body topped 
with flavours of mandarin, mango and passion fruit.

WEST YORKSHIRE

WADWORTH 6X £73.00 4.1%
Full bodied and distinctive, it’s a strong premium ale 
with an ABV of 4.1%. 6X is mid-brown in colour, malty 
and fruity on the nose with a balancing hoppy note. The 
delicious malt and fruit character emerge even more 
intensely on the palate with a long, malty finish. 

WILTSHIRE

ST AUSTELL BREWERY
TRIBUTE £86.99 4.2%
It’s light, hoppy, zesty, easy to drink and consistently 
delicious. The zesty orange and grapefruit flavours
are balanced with biscuit malt for this superb
Cornish classic.

CORNWALL, ST AUSTELL

LONG MAN INDIAN SUMMER
£95.50 4.8% 
Easy drinking malt profile allows resinous and citrus hops 
to stand out. Hopped with Azacca, Comet, Idaho 7 and 
Chinook. Generously dry-hopped with Chinook, Idaho 7 
and Comet. A quintessentual modern American IPA.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX

TIMOTHY TAYLOR KNOWLE SPRING
£92.00 4.2%
A light, refreshing blonde ale with the depth of flavour 
you expect from Taylor’s beers.

WEST YORKSHIRE

TIMOTHY TAYLOR LE CHAMPION
£102.00 4.5%
Le Champion is a French style blonde beer brewed 
with Alsace Strisselspalt hops and continental malts 
to give a smooth body and a delicate hop fragrance. 
Timothy Taylor’s with a touch of ooh la la.

WEST YORKSHIRE

LONG MAN BREWERY AMERICAN 
PALE ALE £85.00 4.8%
Made using only the choicest U.S. hops this triple-hopped
American Pale Ale has a pleasant citrus fruit aroma and 
characteristic robust bitterness.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX

LONG MAN BREWERY BEST BITTER 
£77.00 4.0%
Perfectly balanced with a complex bittersweet malty 
taste, fragrant hops and a characteristic long deep finish. 
A traditional Sussex style Best Bitter.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX

HOP BACK BREWERY SUMMER 
LIGHTNING £86.45 5.0%
A trend setter in the brewing industry. An extremely 
pleasant, straw-coloured beer with terrific fresh,
hoppy aromas.

SALISBURY

LONG MAN BREWERY LONG BLONDE
£77.00 3.8%
A light coloured golden ale with a distinctive hoppy 
aroma and crisp clean bitterness on the finish. Smooth 
light and refreshing.

LITLINGTON, EAST SUSSEX
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EXMOOR ALE  (Bitter)

BITTER

SWEET

COPPER

GENTLE MALT, HOPS

DRY, REFRESHING, MALT

ABV 3.8%

£71.00

EXMOOR FOX  (Premium Bitter)

GOLDEN

GENTLE HOP

DRY, CITRUS

ABV 4.2%

£76.00

SWEET

BITTER

EXMOOR GOLD  (Golden Ale)

BITTER

STRAW

SLIGHT CITRUS

REFRESHING HOP

ABV 4.5%

£82.00

SWEET

EXMOOR SILVER STALLION  (Bitter)

BITTER

AMBER

FRUITY, MALTY, SPICY

CITRUS, BISCUITY

ABV 4.3%

£78.00

SWEET
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ALL OF THE PRODUCTS LISTED ARE 9GAL CASKS

MOSAIC PALE ALE  £75.00
ABV: 4.1%  Colour: Pale Gold
With big fruity flavours and a Mosaic of aromas, it’s a fruity 
“One-hop-wonder”. This single hop beer is made with Mosaic
hops at each of the four stages of the brew process. This imparts
bold hop characteristics, including peach, mango, lemon and pine 
flavours. Contains gluten (wheat and barley).

GHOST SHIP  £73.00
ABV: 4.5%  Colour: Straw / Pale
This Pale Ale has a good assertive pithy bitterness and a malty 
backbone. It is brewed with a selection of malts – Pale Ale, Rye 
and Cara – we use Citra, and a blend of other American hop 
varieties to create some great citrus flavours. Contains gluten 
(wheat and barley).

BROADSIDE  £85.00
ABV: 6.3%  Colour: Ruby red
Rich fruitcake aromas, almonds, zest and conserved fruit with 
balanced malt and hop flavours. Easy-drinking pint, rich in flavour. 
Contains gluten (wheat and barley).

LIGHTHOUSE  £57.00
ABV: 3.4%  Colour: Amber
A light, golden beer with a light fragrance, lovely malty flavours 
and a long hoppy finish.
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www.wadworth.co.uk
@wadworth

£73.00

WADWORTH 6X (4.1%)
Full bodied and distinctive, it’s a strong premium ale with

an ABV of 4.1%. 6X is mid-brown in colour, malty and
fruity on the nose with a balancing hoppy note. The
delicious malt and fruit character emerge even more

intensely on the palate with a long, malty finish. 

WADWORTH IPA (3.6%)
Over the last few years, IPA has seen a real resurgence
in popularity as today’s customers fall in love with its big

flavour taste.  We consider our IPA to be one of the best;
with an ABV of 3.6% it’s a light bronze ale with delicate

malt aromas. It is an easy drinking session ale.

£71.00

£77.00£82.00

WADWORTH RISING SCRUM (3.9%)
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER ONLY

Brewer’s notes:
“Our new, deep golden ale is highly drinkable with

a refreshing bitterness drawn from a specially
sourced hop of Japanese origin, Sorachi Ace.”

WADWORTH BOWLED OVER (4.5%)
AVAILABLE AUGUST ONLY

Brewer’s notes:
“This pale golden ale has a punchy aroma of cut

citrus peel and zingy floral bitterness, leading
to a clean finishing mouthfeel.”
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PLEASE ASK FOR YOUR GLASSWARE 
AT TIME OF ORDERING. THEY WILL 

BE SENT OUT WEEKLY, DIRECT TO 
YOUR PREMISES.

CLASSICALES.CO.UK/YOUNGS

All for that taste of Taylor’s

Racing back...

Some beers require pre-ordering and as such may entail a two-week lead time, please call Timothy Taylor’s BDM Nick Grant on 07880 704 201 for details.

For POS support contact us on 01535 682196 or pos@timtaylors.co.uk

August-September Availability

A 4.5% French-style blonde beer brewed with Alsace Strisselspalt hops and
continental malts to give a smooth body and a delicate hop fragrance

194 x 268mm Le Champion Advert.qxp_Layout 1  19/06/2019  17:55  Page 1
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ALL OF THE PRODUCTS LISTED ARE 9GAL CASKS

REV JAMES  |  ABV: 4.5%  |  £79.00

The Rev. James Original is rich and well-balanced with a mellow 
malty flavour that unexpectedly gives way to a clean and
refreshing finish.

SA  |  ABV: 4%  |  £77.00

The renowned ‘special ale’ is copper coloured with a full
premium quality flavour. A nutty richness derived from a blend 
of fine pale and crystal malts is balanced with a satisfying
dryness from the unique use of three hops; Challenger, Goldings 
and Fuggles.

REV GOLD  |  ABV: 4.1%  |  £78.00

The Rev. James Gold was added to the range in 2015 and
brewed in the same style as its original counterpart. It is a crisp, 
sweet golden ale with fresh fruit flavours that are balanced
by an intriguing depth and light malty aroma.

BITTER  |  ABV: 3.7%  |  £75.00

Bitter has been around since we first began brewing in 1882. 
Made with Goldings and Fuggles hops from the Welsh Marches 
Bitter, is rich, amber coloured and refreshing.

BUY 2 X 9G CASK AND RECEIVE
1 x 70cl PIMMS FREE*

*IN 1 transaction

LWC - Summertime Special - A5L.indd   1 09/07/2019   15:57

Superb Seasonal Ales
Available in August & September

Summer’s Hare
Golden Ale
3.9% vol

Summer’s Hare is fruity with biscuit 
overtones that are complemented 
by a contrasting bitter finish. It is a 
superb and well-respected beer to 
enjoy during the summer months.

Food Match
Summer’s Hare goes well with a 
ploughman’s, quiches, vegetable 
soup and mild cheeses.

SEE

SMELL

TASTE

BITTER

SWEET

Golden

Summer Fruits, Spice

Biscuit, Fruity Bitterness

Forest Hare
Amber Ale
3.9% vol

Crisp and dry with heavy hints of 
autumnal fruits, blackberries and 
blackcurrants. Forest Hare has a 
robust heady aroma and at only 
3.9% abv packs a full flavour.

Food Match
Enjoy Forest Hare with a hearty pie 
and lashings of gravy to ward off 
the chill of the changing seasons.

SEE

SMELL

TASTE

BITTER

SWEET

Amber

Berry Fruits, Citrus

Blackberry, Blackcurrant

August only September only

LWC - Seasonals July August 2019 - A5L.indd   1 09/07/2019   16:19

£78.00 £78.00

£89.00
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Mayfield 
GIN&BREW

discover the world of 
gin &  brew pairing with 
mayfield sussex hop gin

The
DEVILS FIZZ

add some natural flavour 
to prosecco this summer 

with mayfield gin 
liqueurs

for glassware, bar runners, pos and 
marketing contact adam thomas 

(mayfield sales manager of sussex)

adam@emporiabrands.com | 07795 011183

PERONI - £22.99

BECKS - £15.99

BUDWEISER - £17.99

CORONA - £19.99

DESPERADO - £24.99

SAN MIGUEL - £17.95

SOL BEER - £18.99

CURIOUS BREW - £12.99

BITBURGER DRIVE - £15.99

HEINEKEN - £13.99

BREWDOG NANNY - £27.75

COBRA ZERO - £16.99

BUY 2 AND PAY THE
PRICE SHOWN BELOW

ALCOHOL FREE /
LOW ALCOHOL

0% 0% 0.5% 0%

TASTING NOTES
Copper-coloured, with
a light malty aroma, a floral, 
even cedar taste, and
a sharp tang of bitter 
grapefruit, this is an ale
that has the strength
of  character to take
on tasty dishes like stews, 
hard cheeses and
meat-packed pasties.BETTY STOGS

ABV: 4%  £84.25

SENNEN
ABV: 3.8%  £83.00

TASTING NOTES
Refreshing lemon,
pineapple notes and a light
3.8% ABV. The beer uses
a range of hops from around
the world, including a New 
Zealand variety, beautifully 
balanced with pale Cornish
malt. Dry Hopped with 
Chinook hop pellets in 
fermenter for added hoppy 
bite and floral aroma.

CORNISH 
KNOCKER

ABV: 4.5%  £88.00 

TASTING NOTES
The taste of the delicate 
floral hops trails citrus with
a slight pine bitterness and
leaves you with a mild
biscuit taste (posh ones, 
not your average digestive). 
A perfect pairing for shellfish,
Thai dishes or a double 
cheeseburger with fries.

Buy 2 and pay the price shown

SMIRNOFF
70CL £11.50  |  1.5L £23.99

GORDONS
70CL £11.99  |  1.5L £25.99

JACK DANIELS
70CL £17.99  |  1.5L £37.95

BACARDI
70CL £13.99  |  1.5L £29.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED
70CL £13.99  |  1.5L £29.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN DARK
70CL £12.99  |  1.5L £28.99

BELLS
70CL £12.99  |  1.5L £26.99

COURVOISIER
70CL £18.99  |  1.5L £37.99

FAMOUS GROUSE
70CL £12.25  |  1.5L £25.99
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Tom Cat Gin is distilled in small
batches with pure Sussex mineral

water from Pear Tree Well. Our Dry
Sussex Gin is made in the style of
a classic London Dry Gin to finish

with a linger of  orange.

Cloudy Mango Gin embraces the
mango with a colour that’s evocative

of  the ripening fruit.

The Blueberry Gin is infused with
the “superfood” of  fruits to create

a rich deep spirit. 

Unique, quintessential Gins.£29.99 £31.99 £25.99

*September only www.pagofruitjuice.co.uk

BUY ANY 4 CASES & GET 1 CASE ORANGE
FREE OF CHARGE*

Free of artificial aromas, sweeteners and preservatives

Choose from our range of 13 delicious flavours: CLOUDY CHERRY, ACE, 
ORANGE, CLOUDY APPLE, STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE, PEACH, CRANBERRY, PEAR, 

RHUBARB & PEAR, TOMATO, MANGO AND GRAPEFRUIT 

12
 x

 2
00

m
l

NEW
LABEL

DESIGN

THE ESSENCE OF FRUIT SINCE 1888.
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(24 x 27cl)*

Buy any 4 cases, get 1 case of
Rhubarb Crush free

(24 x 20cl)*

Buy any 4 cases
get 1 case free

*offer applies to all Luscombe 20cl range.

*offer applies to all Luscombe 27cl range.

Specified free case is Devon Tonic Water



RegionalCONTACT THE SOUTH EAST TEAM
Nick Mould, Commercial Manager
Nick.Mould@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07855 365177 
Eastbourne limited accounts

Steve Mylett, Account Manager
Steve.Mylett@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07798 532355 
Tunbridge Wells, Sevenoaks and surrounding areas

Sharon Duff, Account Manager
Sharon.Duff@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07703 806343 
Newhaven, Lewes and Bexhill and surrounding areas

Kayleigh Cronk, Account Manager
Kayleigh.Cronk@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07584 309603
Worthing, Hove, and Brighton (BN1)

Paige Lonsdale, Account Manager
Paige.Lonsdale@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07740 411591 
Crawley, East Grinstead, Burgess Hill, Surrey and
surrounding areas

Dale Seymour, Account Manager
Dale.Seymour@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07921 406333 
Hastings, Ashford, Romney Marsh, Folkestone and
surrounding areas

Sam Ruth, Account Manager
Sam.Ruth@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07968 768946  
Hastings area (support)
 
Andy Cochrane, Account Manager
Andy.Cochrane@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07787 531186 
Hove, Horsham and surrounding areas

Nigel Proctor, Account Manager
Nigel.Proctor@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07792 000619 
West of Worthing, Chichester, Midhurst and
surrounding areas

Vanessa Ansell-Virco, Account Manager
Vanessa.Virco@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07980 782916 
Porsmouth & Southamopton
(plus Chichster area support)

Will Stevens, Wine Development Manager
(WINE ONLY)
Will.Stevens@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07580 539558 

Steve Atkinson, Wine Development Manager
(WINE ONLY)
Steve.Atkinson@lwc.drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07970 638215

Rod Santos, Dispense Brands Manager
(DISPENSE ONLY)
Rod.Santos@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07970 230255

Nicky Woods, Account Manager
Nicky.Woods@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07976 419251 
Eastbourne to Heathfield

Felicity Taylor, Account Manager
Felicity.Taylor@lwc-drinks.co.uk
Tel: 07970 158025 
Seaford to BN2

Jon Dyer, Account Manager
Jon.Dyer@lwc-drinks.co.uk 
Tel: 07980 850629
Kent above the M20

Luca D’Agostino, Account Manager
Luca@lwc-drinks.co.uk 
Tel: 07876 778911 
Account Development

Canella Bellini  ABV 5%
Residual Sugar 6%  |  No sugars added  |  Gluten free  |  Only 57Kcal/Gr

TASTING NOTES: Taste of white peach balanced with the acidity 
typical of the Prosecco. It’s best drunk on its own as an aperitif
or with brunch. Gluten free and uses natural peach purée.

Fruit provenance  Veneto, Romagna  |  Wine to Fruit percentage 75/25

£6.90 PER 
75CL BOTTLE

£52.56 PER 
(24)200ML 

CASE 

NEW
LINE

2019 TRADESHOW
Monday 11th November 2019  |  2pm till 7:30pm

Hilton Brighton Metropole, Kings Road, Brighton BN1 2FU

We invite you to a tasting of our extensive selection
of wines, spirits, craft beers and soft drinks.

To register, please call: 01323 720161 or
email: Eastbourne.admin@lwc-drinks.co.uk


